The kidneys are vital organs which play substantial roles in the body. They are responsible for filtration of the blood by their functional units named nephrons (1). Proximal tubule is a portion of nephron which is located after Bowman’s capsule and near the loop of Henle. Structurally, it consists of two parts including the proximal convoluted tubule (PCT) and the proximal straight tubule (PST) (2). PCT has been placed in the cortex of kidney and is made up of epithelial cells with cuboid form and brush borders which are called Proximal convoluted tubular cells (PCTCs) (3). PCTCs are known for their re-absorptive role in reabsorption of glucose, amino acids, NaCl, NaHCO3, phosphate, citrate and water from the fluid filtrated by glomerulus. In addition to the re-absorptive role of PCT, it has been confirmed that PCT involves in metabolism including activation and inactivation of vitamin D, gluconeogenesis and responding to acidosis (4).

Renal impairment occurs due to various causes such as ischemia. Renal ischemia can ultimately lead to acute kidney failure (AKF) (5). Cellular lesions resulting from ischemia are caused by oxidative stress and inflammation of the interstitial space. The renal lesions resulting from ischemia are divided into three main categories including endothelial damage of the vessels, tubular injuries and inflammation of the interstitial space. Endothelial damages of the vessels are created by increasing vascular contraction and adhesion of molecules that cause the leukocytes, platelets and red blood cells adhesion to the endothelium and consequently result in intravascular congestion. Tubular damages can be lethal or sub-lethal. Lethal lesions are observed in the forms of necrosis or apoptosis of tubular cells. Sub-lethal damages include the destruction of tight connections between the cells, the natural attachment of tubular cells to the basement membrane, the loss of these cells and the brush borders of the apical membrane into the lumen. Tubular cells and the loss brush borders with proteins form intra-tubular membranes that increase the pressure inside of the Bowman’s capsule by preventing the flow of fluid in the tubules. Inflammation also increases the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that cause severe tubular and vascular injuries (6-8).

Therefore, these cells are regarded as the significant parts of nephrons because of their various roles. Moreover, they are considered to be among the most susceptible cells of kidneys. Ischemic condition or toxins are the main reasons for damage to PCTCs. These damage factors can induce necrosis or apoptosis in PCTCs. Finally, a series of poisoning factors such as oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and disturbed tubular transport lead to cell death (9,10).

Fortunately, PCTCs can regenerate themselves after injury. The mechanism of this regeneration is not fully understood.
understood. Nevertheless, various studies have assessed undergoing mechanisms. A related study concluded that regenerative process starts by stopping the growth of tubular cell which causes increased signaling for the production of profibrotic peptides and fibroblasts (11). Recently, Tavafi et al have investigated the factors which cause damage to PCTCs in a complete review study. They also reviewed possible mechanisms which could lead to PCTCs regeneration after injury. They indicated different regenerative pathways such as rapid replacement of tubular cells damaged by immature tubular cells, and differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to PCTCs. Another hypothesis that they referred was the role of bone marrow derived cells (BMDCs) in the regeneration of PCTCs and their capacity to differentiate into PCTCs. Eventually, they concluded that tubular cells which escaped from injury dedifferentiate to scatter tubular cells (STCs) which finally convert to PCTCs (12).
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